Web Industry Solutions – Translation Service
We currently
languages:

provide translation

services in

the

following

English | Spanish | Portuguese | Chinese
Web Industry is your best choice for translation services.
For the best translation services there are five main things that
you need:
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The following serves as an expansion of the five things you need in
translation services and why Web Industry is your best partner :
Accuracy (by a native for a native)
Our method for translating is the most accurate and consistent due
to the fact that we always proof our work with a second party and
the translation that the language is going into determines the
contractor we will use to perform the work.
Example: If you require translation services from English to
Spanish, we will use a First language Spanish translator to be sure
that the intended audience understands the sort of language that is
best suited for them in their native language. Having been translated
by what we refer to as “by a native for a native” produces the best
natural translation services you can acquire.
AND - The work is always checked (proofed) by a neutral third party
for accuracy. No matter how good a translation service is, there is
always room for improvement and you shouldn’t be the one dealing
with the correction work. In fact, it should be perfect when it comes
to you the first time.
Our translation service goal for you is to provide you a final, natural
and accurate translation the first time. Given the results that this
method produces, we insist on a third party proofing and will always
include such service in our pricing to you for any translation service
you request from Webindustry.com.
Dependability
If you need translation services, chances are, you will again. We are
here for you for the long term. Our founder has spent the last 15
years in the Industry and we pride ourselves in great service and
dependability to you. In fact, finding a dependable solution for you is
at
the
very
center
of
who
we
are.
It is in our name – Web Industry Solutions-

Translation FAQ's
Q. How long does it take to get my Web Site translated?

A. Our average turn around time for most Web Site translations is 5 business
days. However, for smaller jobs (such as translating one or two pages) we
generally complete and submit within 48 hours!
Q. Which languages do you offer?

A. We provide Web Site translation services in: Chinese | Portuguese |
Spanish | English
This means that we will convert a new or existing Web Site into the second
language of your choice.

English to Chinese - Chinese to Spanish - Spanish to Portuguese - Chinese
to English - Spanish to Chinese.
Q. How will I receive my translated material?

A. If you submit a Web Site for translation, you will receive a Web Site
translated into the second language. That is the fantastic thing about our
translation services. We aren't just translating text to text. We are creating a
second Web Site in the language of your choice!
Q. Does Web Industry use automated tools to translate with?

Translation Services are a growing part of every company who is or
is looking to expand. With globalization and an ever increasingly
competitive global marketplace, we know you need a dependable
translation partner that you can count on for your specific industry
translation work. We would love the opportunity to demonstrate our
dependability to you!

A. NO. We use real people who are fluent in the language you choose. So if
you need a Spanish version of your English Web Site, a Spanish speaking
person will translate (and design) your new Spanish version Site. To
communicate your message effectively, you have to use human translators.
Automated translators will not pick up on small details that humans do. And
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of course, we are also duplicating embedded text on graphics and recreating
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that as well. Only humans will know how to correctly translate your Web Site
into the language of your choice.
Still have questions? Contact us here

Web Industry Solutions
Access to Media
Think it through before you get a low cost solution for your translation services from a service provider that is just providing translation and not actual
design. You still have to get the translation into the intended media. This means that some of the text that is being translated will need to be
embedded into images and require not just language skills but also industry specific skills (like Web Design and graphic design). Your in luck! Our
contractors are Graphic and Web Designers in addition to translation specialists! Two areas of specialty from one company!
Creating a second language Web Site or Multi-lingual Web Site, requires multiple skill sets. Not just the ability to translate the languages but also the
design and development skill sets needed to actually make the Web Sites and other digital medium that will be used to market to the intended
audiences. Keeping this reality in mind, will help you to realize the value that Web Industry provides in our translation services.
Expertise in each field
Many companies go through tremendous costs to train an internal employee in translation and also to become a digital media specialist when they
could save enormous resources by sourcing their translation requirements to us. We reverse the common and expensive mistake of trying to perform
translations internally and simply the process for you. We save you time and money…
Example:
You are a Petro Chemical company and need to expand into a new market.
You provide your content in the first language to us and our language specialists provide the content in the second languages of your choice through
the following steps:
Researching and comparing Industry specific words and phrases used in translation to other Web Sites and resources available in that particular
language. The translation is performed based on the cross sectional comparison.
The work is submitted to a third party for review and any mistakes are corrected.
The work is then submitted for you to review / adjust as needed prior to approval.
So, by performing this additional due diligence, we can better guarantee the effectiveness of our translation to you and that the translation work
will provide the results that you desire in the second languages that you choose from us.
Cost
We provide exceptional services and solutions at exceptional prices! The availability of many resources all over the world and in native languages for
us creates a perfect scenario to benefit you and your company. Our people resources are carefully chosen and many of them have provided services
to us for multiple years. Through great working agreements and efficiency, we can literally provide you a mixture of great service and excellent
pricing.

“WE ARE THE BEST CHOICE FOR
YOUR TRANSLATION SERVICES”
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CHECK OUT OUR SECOND LANGUAGE PAGES
Portuguese - www.portuguese.webindustry.com
Spanish - www.spanish.webindustry.com
Chinese - www.chinese.webindustry.com
TRANSLATION SPECIAL!
Translate any Web Site of 10 or less pages for only $695 USD

CONTACT US NOW AND GET A FREE QUOTE!

Includes up to 10 graphics.
Restricted to new clients only.
No need wait on that new language! Get started now.

www.webindustry.com

